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CHANGES
FOR SMART
WORKING

Scan

“SCAN” ”ERASE” “SORT”
PAPER REUSE SYSTEM
-Toshiba Eco Printing system contributes to the
Material-Cycle Society –
New Working Style for You
Toshiba paper reuse system enables the creation of an efficient
office environment where information is not kept on hand
as “paper” but is saved, shared and used as digital data,
preventing the accumulation of “paper” and “information” in the
office. That is to say, it achieves a no paper-stagnating
office.
With its ability to erase print instantly, the e-STUDIO306LP/
RD30 multifunction printing system offers a new work style that
will reduce the environmental impact, reduce paper costs and
bring about changes in the way of working in the office.

Erase

Sort

Erase

Scan
Scan and digitalize
two-sided doctments
before erasing

Erase

Digitalize
Documents

Erases printed data after
use of documents.
Paper can be used
over and over again.

Sort

PAPER
REUSING
SYSTEM

Sort
Documents is automatically
sorted as resusable or
non-reusable after erasing
printed documents.

Print
Print and copy with the
erasable toner
“ECO-Blue”

Print

Reuse

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
Copy

t3FEVDFTXBTUFQBQFSCZCZSFVTJOHUIFQBQFS
over and over
t3FEVDUJPOPGFOFSHZVTFEUPNBLFQBQFSCZSFEVDUJPOPG
paper consumption
t3FEVDUJPOPGXBUFSSFTPVSDFCZUPOT &RVJWBMFOUUPUXP
25metre pool full of water)
*estimate condition.

（sheet）

Print

t3FVTFPGUIFQBQFSCZFSBTJOHUIFQSJOUT BWFSBHF
recommendation of 5 times)
t"VUPNBUJDBMMZTDBOTBOEBSDIJWFT
t"VUPNBUJDBMMZTPSUTSFVTBCMFQBQFSBOEOPOSFVTBCMFQBQFS
t8SJUJOHTXJUI1JMPUT'SJYJPOCBMMQPJOUQFODBOCFTDBOOFEBOE
erased.

PRODUCT HISTORY
TOSHIBA TEC has announced the world’s first eco-friendly
.'1TZTUFNUIBUDBOFSBTFJNBHFTBOEUFYUPOUIFQSJOUT
with integrated scan-to-network function, available in Japan
GSPN'FCSVBSZUPCFGPMMPXFECZBXPSMEXJEFSPMMPVU"
worldwide model is scheduled to be available in May.

FAX

Environmental Impact
- Paper reduction ■ e-STUDIO 306LP/ RD30
One-time use

35,000

■ Conventional machine

30,000
25,000

VALUE ADDED BENEFITS

Scan

80% reduction

20,000

5 times use

15,000
10,000
5,000
0

（m2）

Conventional machine
270 k sheets/5 years

* Reuse time may differ depending on usage environment
Calculation assumption by TTEC
・Monthly A4 Print 4,500sheets X 5years
・5 times usage (=4 times of erasing)

eSTUDIO 306LP/
RD30

Environmental burden
-Waterfootprint■Paper

1200

■Pens

One-time use

■Power consumption

1000

80% reduction

800

■Recycle consumable
■MFP&PRD

600

■Recycle MFP&PRD
5 times use

400
200
0

■Consumables

Conventional machine
270 k sheets/5 years

eSTUDIO 306LP/
RD30

■Transportation

*Number of times to reuse the paper depends on the
environment of the office
*Condition to estimate
・A4 Normal Paper MPV: 4500 x 5 years
・Use 5 times each（= Erasing 4 times）
・1.52g-CO2/g
・Added MFP, Erasing device LCA, Recycle
・Estimated as of Mar., 2012

